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Abstract

A multi-agent system targeted toward the area of com-
putational intelligence modeling is presented. The pur-
pose of the system is to allow both experiments and
high-performance distributed computations employing hy-
brid computational models. The focus of the system is the
interchangeability of computational components, their au-
tonomous behavior, and emergence of new models.

1. Computational Intelligence

Bang 3 is a platform for the development of Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS) [3]. Its main areas of application are com-
putational intelligence methods (genetic algorithms, neural
networks, fuzzy controllers) on single machines and clus-
ters of workstations.

Hybrid models, including combinations of artificial in-
telligence methods such as neural networks, genetic algo-
rithms and fuzzy logic controllers, seem to be a promising
and extensively studied research area [1]. We have designed
a distributed multi-agent system [4] called Bang 3 that pro-
vides a support for an easy creation of hybrid AI models by
means of autonomous software agents [2].

Besides serving as an experimental tool and a distributed
computational environment, this system should also allow
to create new agent classes consisting of several cooperat-
ing agents. The MAS scheme is a concept for describing the
relations within such a set of agents. The basic motivation
for schemes is to describe various computational methods.
It should be easy to ‘connect’ a particular computational
method (implemented as an agent) into hybrid methods, us-
ing schemes description. The scheme description should be
strong enough to describe all the necessary relations within
a set of agents that need to communicate one with another
in a general manner.

Here we show, how two computational intelligence
methods — artificial neural network of the RBF type, and a
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genetic algorithm — are represented by a MAS. This fur-
ther serves for more complicated MAS schemes containing
representing hybrid computational intelligence mod-
els.
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Figure 1. Genetic Algorithm as a multi-agent
system.

The genetic algorithm itself, from this point of view, con-
sists of several parts: the Genetics agent, which performs
the basic genetic algorithm logic and glues all parts to-
gether, the Fitness agent, that evaluates the fitness function
for each individual, the Operators agent, that provides ge-
netic operators, metrics operators, and creation operators,
the Selection agent, that provides the selection of individ-
uals. There are also two optional agent types that can fur-
ther optimize overall performance: the Shaper agent, that
provides global processing of population individuals fitness
function values — such as sigma scaling — and the Tuner
agent, that by exploiting information about the genetic al-
gorithm performance (like best individual fitness, average
fitness, first and second derivatives of these etc) tunes ge-
netic operators probabilities (cf. Fig 1). It is supposed that
there will exist more rival agents implementing a particu-
lar function (such as fitness evaluating) and it will be possi-
ble to choose among them.

Similar situation is with the Radial Basis Function neu-
ral network, which is realized as a MAS containing the cen-
tral RBF agent which cooperates with several other agents
realizing training subtasks for it (cf. Fig 2). Namely, it is the
Vector quantization, Gradient learning, and Least Square
Solver, or the above mentioned GA. Again, it is possible
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Figure 2. Radial Basis Function Network as a
multi-agent system.

that several competing agents realize a particular function
for the RBF agent (we have several VQ agents based on
Kolmogorov network and k-means clustering, e.g.).

2. Evolution of MAS schemes

The scheme is a set of agents with a given topology
of communication channels. The following mechanism for
scheme specification has been designed. The agents that
comprise the scheme are called building blocks. Building
blocks communicate through incoming and outgoing gates.
Each agent can have any number of both incoming and out-
going gates. One purpose of the schemes is that the hybrid
computational methods designed in a form of scheme can
be easily stored and used. Second, perhaps more interesting,
challenge of the schemes concept is the automatic scheme
generation. The scheme definition is a data structure con-
sisting of the list of the building blocks and the intercon-
nection among them. Actually, the scheme definition is a
directed acyclic graph. This offers the possibility of auto-
matic searching the space of schemes in order to find a suit-
able solution.

The proposed evolutionary algorithm operates on
schemes definitions in order to find a suitable scheme solv-
ing a specified problem. The genetic algorithm has three
inputs: First, the number and the types of inputs and out-
puts of the scheme. Second, the training set, which is a set
of prototypical inputs and the corresponding desired out-
puts, it is used to compute the fitness of a particular solu-
tion. And third, the list of types of building blocks available
for being used in the scheme. We supply three operators
that would operate on graphs representing schemes: ran-
dom scheme creation, mutation and crossover. Fig 3 shows
an example of the GA run for the problem of finding suit-
able representation for data samples taken from a poly-
nomial function. The algorithm finds the MAS realizing
the function within three thousands of iterations. Never-
theless, this still means minutes to hours of run on current
hardware.

Figure 3. MAS scheme realizing function �
�
�

��
�
� �, taken from 3000th GA generation.

3. Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that Bang 3 is able to help both
scientists and end-users with data analysis tasks. The niche
for this software has been prototype building and testing
various hybrid models so far. However, it is possible to em-
ploy it for large scale distributed computations running on
a cluster of workstations. The nature of evolution of MAS
schemes has brought several issues that are currently be-
ing solved. We are building an ontological descriptions of
computational agents and data tasks, and we are enhancing
the evolution by reasoning component. The resulting hy-
brid search for MAS solution to a particular problem repre-
sented by data should be not only automatic, but also feasi-
ble in terms of computational time and resources consump-
tion.
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